
The Creative Me The Independent Me The Independent Me The Inquisitive Me The Healthy Me 

Art 

 

The Little Artists Challenge 

 

Paint o draw a picture of a natural  

form to be presented in the 

Whitchurch Civic Centre for the 

Caldecott Festival early next year. 

Reading 

Can I explain and justify inferences 

with evidence from the text?  

Read the text, ‘Trash’, clarify any  

unfamiliar words and answer the 

questions 1-5. 

Writing 

Can I make inferences and  

predictions about a visual text? 

 

Task 1: 

Watch the following short  

animated film.  

Shadow of the blue 

https://vimeo.com/29573040 

Maths 

Complete your starter challenge and 

then finish your White Rose maths       

worksheet. If this is a bit tricky, log on to 

Mathletics where there will be some  

different activities set for you.   

RE - Can I explain what it means if 
God is holy and loving? 
 
Task 1: Draw and build a God. 

 

Task 2: Match the words that 

Christians use to describe God to 

their meanings.  

Academy Christian value work 

 

Pose the BIG QUESTION for this half 

term with your family: 

WHEN MIGHT JESUS HAVE HAD TO 

SHOW THE MOST PERSEVERANCE?  

 

Reading 

Can I explain and justify inferences 

with evidence from the text?  

Reread the text, ‘Trash’, and answer 

the questions 5-10. Then use the mark 

scheme to assess your work. 

Writing 

 

Task 2: 

Answer the questions, pausing  

the video where advised. 

Use evidence from the visual text  

to support your thinking and  

written answers. 

Science 
 

Can I understand why a healthy lifestyles 
is important? 
 

Task 1: Balanced diet - watch video    
and sort food into the correct groups. 

 

Task 2: Watch the video - Are some  

drugs harmful? 

 

 

PSHE  - Can I explain how to pre-
pare myself emotionally for the 
changes next year? 
 

Task 1: Play ‘Bin the worry’ game’ 

 

Task 2:  Top Tips on preparing for 

Year 7 

PE 

Complete #PEwithMrB videos from 

the Federation website. 

 

Reading 

Can I explain how information is   

related and contributes to the   

meaning of the text as a whole?  

Read the text,  ‘Global Warming’, 

and answer the questions. Then use 

the mark scheme to assess your work. 

Writing 

 

Task 3: 

Write a summary of the story 

 

Task 4: 

Challenge: Continue the text in  

written form, what could happen 

next? 

Science 

 

Task 3: Fill in the missing gaps using        

the words: harmful, useful and adult. 

 

Task 4: Background reading - Alcohol 

and cigarettes 

 

Task 5: Sort the things you need and 

don’t need for a healthy lifestyle. 

Outdoor Learning 

 

Complete a ‘texture and         
vocabulary’ nature walk 
 
Collect vocabulary to               
describe your surroundings        
and create a word cloud of a 
natural object. 

Music 

Login to Charanga using your     

mathletics login details. 

 

Complete the assigned task: 

Classroom Music and Me and      

songbooks for instrumentalists. 

Handwriting / Spelling  

Can I use and spell homophones 

correctly? 

Word Aware  

Choose five unfamiliar words from the 

word aware fridge poster. 

History 

To investigate and interpret the past   
Can I use sources of information to 
understand the past? 
 
Task Did the railways make criminal 
activity easier? Analyse the           
documents revealed about police 
methods of investigation in            
Victorian times? 

Computing  - on purple mash 

 

Being a good role model                 
(whole school task) 

Design the front cover to a gaming  
magazine (Years 5&6 - Magazine)             
- use your own game images. 

French 

Y6 project: C’est quell animal? 

1) Recap video and work out     
the descriptions of the animals. 
2) Makes sentences negative. 
3) Describe where the animal    
lives and write your own           
animal description. 

Y6 Weekly Plan: Summer 2 Week 7 - Fly High 
This topic explores inspiring adventures experienced by characters in our book, ‘Sky Chasers’ and children will have many opportunities to consolidate skills 

from other areas of the curriculum before their transition to secondary school begins. 

Don’t forget to read every day and record in your planner.  



This is Me My Kindness and Wellbeing Calendar 

Use the website below to    

complete some Go Noodle    

meditation exercises - a       

popular choice is the rainbow 

breathing exercise. 

https://www.youtube.com/

watch?v=O29e4rRMrV4  

Meditate everyday for 3 

minutes, use this time to reflect 

on your week and what you are 

grateful for. 

Design a wellbeing floral       

design. Draw yourself or glue in 

a picture of your self in the  

centre of the flower you choose 

and fill each petal with your 

best qualities. 

Share your ideas for your future  

with a loved one. Where do 

you see yourself in 5, 10, 15 

years time? 

Complete at least five world      

wellbeing tasks this week and 

tick them on off on your record. 

Try to write some of your own   

wellbeing ideas. 

Write an acrostic poem using 

the words, wellbeing, kindness 

or mental health. 

Write a prayer thanking God for 

his creations and share this with 

your family at tonight’s dinner 

table. 

Design a mood board           

reflecting all of the things you 

are thankful for in your life - 

people, places, memories... 

Write a story where your main 

character is focused on sharing 

the importance of random acts 

of kindness. 

How have you shown a random 

act of kindness today? 

Discuss our ‘Big Question’ for 

this half term with your family.  

 

WHEN MIGHT JESUS HAVE HAD 

TO SHOW THE MOST                

PERSEVERANCE?  

Design your own board game 

incorporating kindness and 

wellbeing. You could use a  

monopoly design with cards 

which ask players to complete 

acts of kindness. The winner  

receives a homemade prize. 

Create a playlist of feel-good 

songs with words linked to    

kindness in their titles.  

What is the hidden message in 

the songs? 

Make a memory box/jar of the 

most positive times in your life so 

far. What are you looking      

forward to in the future? How 

can you make even more 

amazing memories with family 

and friends? 

Draw a ‘strengths’ family tree 

either for your family, friends or 

class. Think about how the 

character strengths you all 

have, can help you overcome 

challenges together. 

Try an activity from our Christian 

Value home link sheet -          

perseverance. 

     

Add in some kindness and wellbeing activities in the spaces as alternatives.  

Y6 Weekly Plan: Summer 2 Week 7 - Fly High 

This topic explores inspiring adventures experienced by characters in our book, ‘Sky Chasers’ and children will have many opportunities to consolidate skills 

from other areas of the curriculum before their transition to secondary school begins. 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O29e4rRMrV4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=O29e4rRMrV4

